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I Trauma Culture and Cultural Memory

With reference to two representative plays of 'Trauma Drama', a body of anglophone plays that have been staged since the late 1980s, my essay engages with two current cultural trends: the fascination with issues of performativity and the intense preoccupation with questions of individual and cultural memory — in particular, with traumatic memory. Increasingly, contemporary culture defines its own moment through trauma.

As a trope, trauma negotiates cultural meanings that are interconnected with but exceed the nosology of the psychic 'disorder' established by psychiatry and psychoanalysis, which argues that trauma designates an event or experience that is so intense that the subject is unable to respond adequately to it, and instead suffers from long-lasting, post-traumatic psychic consequences. In the last thirty years, the concept has gained increasing prominence in psychiatric and psychological discourses. Since the late 1980s, trauma-related diagnoses, such as 'multiple personality disorder' (now renamed 'dissociative identity disorder') and 'post-traumatic disorder', have abounded in the influential *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, which is used both in the USA and in Europe. The growing importance of traumatisation in psychiatry and psychology is concomitant with its increasing employment as a cultural trope. Culturally, the concept serves as an explanatory pattern to account for the experiences, biographies, and behaviours of individuals, but it is also, on a more abstract level, employed to explain collective and socio-

1 This essay draws on arguments which I have developed in a different context in *Hysteria, Trauma and Melancholia. Performative Maladies in Contemporary Anglophone Drama* (Basingstoke, New York 2007). My thanks go to Palgrave Macmillan for their permission to reproduce material from this study.

cultural phenomena. Trauma is considered such a dominant cultural formation for Western societies that critics have employed the labels «traumaculture» and, referring to the original meaning of τραύμα, «wound culture».

Trauma, and in particular childhood trauma, plays a crucial role in the work of distinguished contemporary artists, such as Gillian Wearing, Tracey Emin, Nan Goldin, and Tracey Moffat. In 2001 and 2002, a British national touring exhibition called Trauma, curated by the Hayward Gallery, gathered the work of twelve international artists to explore how contemporary art reflects the «fascination with trauma in contemporary society». The topic has become ubiquitous in TV shows and almost all literary genres. In addition to a vast number of crime fiction, self-help books, and novels, comics such as Spiderman, Rex Morgan, and Gasoline Alley have dealt with trauma, and it has even been discovered for commercial advertisement, which offers cures for «traumatised hair».

Observing the social and theoretical fascination with trauma, studies in the field, such as Kirby Farrell’s Post-Traumatic Culture. Injury and Interpretation in the Nineties (1998) and the aptly named essay collection Trauma. Zwischen Psychoanalyse und kulturchem Bedeutungsmuster (Trauma Between Psychoanalysis and Cultural Paradigm, 1999) suggest, respectively, that trauma is a way of interpreting the cultural centennial crises of the 1890s and the 1990s, and that trauma is a new means of interpretation for modernism and modernity in general, designating that part of personal or collective history which cannot be made up for, which remains inconceivable and inadequate, and which cannot be integrated into narrative memory. Whereas in narrative memory, «the past is con-tinually being re-made in the interests of the present», traumatic memory is taken to truthfully preserve the past in its perceptual reality. While narrative memory is flexible and, moreover, a social act because we compare our stories about the past with those of others or adapt our versions of the past to the particular addressee, traumatic memory has no social component; it is delayed, inflexible, and invariable.

Although traumatic memory thus seems to offer a more adequate and immediate form of recollection, it must be understood as an experience that is encapsulated in the body but cut off from consciousness. Hence, it cannot be recounted verbally. Instead, the inadvertent activations of traumatic memories make the traumatised subject feel as if he or she has returned to the initial situation. Since trauma not only makes accurate narrative recollection difficult but also distorts chronology and refuses historical boundaries through its deferred action, a crisis, or even a collapse, of witnessing proceeds from trauma.

The employment of both memory and trauma as cultural tropes has on the one hand risked the generalisation of these terms to the point of meaninglessness. As Ian Hacking laments, trauma has become «a metaphor for almost anything unpleasant». Similarly, critics have observed a terminological profusion and semantic overload of the concept of memory. Nonetheless, both trauma and memory remain «immensely loaded and highly debated term[s], around which some of the most pressing cultural questions are negotiated». It is my contention that contemporary drama employs these highly loaded concepts to negotiate «pressing cultural questions» about gender identity.
II Trauma Drama

Given the versatile cultural adaptations of trauma, the attraction of the concept seems to stem from its very capaciousness, which allows trauma to act as a projection surface for psychic pain, social rupture and loss as well as epistemological crisis. For contemporary anglophone drama, however, the cultural significance of the phenomena can be specified. A large number of plays, which I propose to call 'Trauma Drama', deal with traumatisation. The clear majority of these plays focuses on the experience of sexual child abuse, which corresponds to the public preoccupation with the phenomenon; as various critics have noted, sexual child abuse is the most dominant form of traumatisation discussed in the 1990s. Acknowledging the popularity of the topic of sexual child abuse in the theatre and its easy exploitation for sensationalism, critic Paul Taylor has polemically argued that 'indeed, in the past decade or so, it would be hard to find a dramatic subject that has been more abused than abuse'. Whilst reviewers have wearied of the theatrical negotiation of the topic, its persistence in contemporary anglophone drama to the present day points to its unrelenting cultural relevance.


18 Cultural critics acknowledge the social and epistemological importance that the issue of sexual child abuse had gained by the beginning of the 1990s. Hacking states in his seminal study Rewriting the Soul: Multiple Personality and the Science of Memory that 'the most sensational trauma of recent times is child abuse' (Princeton 1995, p. 19), and Roger Luckhurst notes that the experience of sexual child abuse had by the late 1980s become 'the privileged origin of trauma' in the public awareness (Luckhurst 2003, p. 31). Lynne Segal calls the fate of the helpless and vulnerable child in the abusive family 'the most culturally ubiquitous narrative available for explaining all manner of social problems and individual failures and misfortunes today' and 'one of the central moral tales of our time' (Why Feminism? Gender, Psychology, Politics. Cambridge 1999, p. 119).


20 In addition to the plays that deal with sexual child abuse, contemporary anglophone Trauma Drama also stages other forms of traumatisation, such as the experience of war (for example Sarah Kane's Blasted, Caryl Churchill's Far Away, Martin Crimp's Crude and Tender) or genocide (for example Harold Pinter's Ashes to Ashes, Diane Samuels's Kindertransport, Julia Pascal's Holocaust Trilogy), violence and (mass) murder (for example Anthony Neilson's Normal, Phillip Ridley's Ghost from a Perfect Place, Rona Munro's Iron, and racial discrimination (for example Winsome Pinnock's Mules, Roy Williams's Fallout). Recently, traumatic experiences in the context of terrorism have gained particular prominence on the British stage (see, for instance, Victoria Brittain and Gillian Slovo's Guantanamo, Mark Lee's The Private Room, and Robin Soans's Talking to Terrorists).


III Trauma Theory

Belatedness

One of the crucial reasons why the notion of trauma translates so successfully into contemporary culture is its temporality of belatedness and the logical paradoxes resulting from this unusual temporal structure. Freud identified the principle of belatedness in his work with hysterical patients, when he realised that traumatisation sets in only after the event, during the interval between the experiences of those impressions and their reproductions. According to Freud, the traumatic kernel which instigates the hysterical symptoms stems from the interaction of two scenes. Because of its suddenness and overwhelming quality, the initial traumatic moment cannot be fully experienced and grasped but only lived through at the time of its occurrence. It is only during a later, possibly trivial event that the memories of the initial event are triggered and that the affect associated with them is reactivated. Thus, Freud posits, the interaction between both scenes causes the subject’s traumatisation, which is belatedly shifted to the initial experience. For Freud, Nachträglichkeit (belatedness, deferred action, or retrodetermination) means not only the latency period after which the traumatic symptoms occur but also the retrospective character of every traumatisation. Following this trajectory, the traumatic event as such has never taken place: the past is belatedly created through its seeming repetition in the future. Therefore, the term traumatic event is, strictly speaking, catachrestic.

Recent trauma theory no longer assumes that every case of traumatisation is the result of an interaction between two scenes. Nor does Trauma Drama stage such a form of belatedness. Today, traumatologists from diverse disciplines, such as the neurologist Bessel van der Kolk, the literary critic Cathy Caruth, and Judith Herman, a feminist psychotherapist, assume that trauma has an immediate impact. Nonetheless, the logic of belatedness as established by Freud remains central to present-day trauma theory, which assumes that the traumatic experience is so overwhelming that it cannot be grasped emotionally or intellectually at the time of occurrence and resists being accounted for coherently or meaningfully after the event. Trauma is that which cannot be narrated. As a sudden and chance event, it breaks with narrative patterns of making sense of one’s past and instead returns in forms that are distinct from narrative memory. Hence, the traumatic event is not possessed knowledge, which could be narrated, but instead itself possesses the subject, which can only belatedly, in its psychic returns, experience trauma. The nature of these intrusions is a contested issue in trauma theory. While some critics understand them as a literal return to the perceptual reality of the traumatising event, others consider them to be a reproduction of the trauma that is always already distorted.

Acting Out and Working Through

Traumatic repetition compulsion, which makes the subject reproduce aspects of the trauma, generally entails two different but intersecting modes of repetition, acting out and working through. According to Freud, the acting out of a traumatisation enables the traumatised subject to develop belatedly the affect that was not aroused by the traumatic experience, because trauma is too devastating to allow intellectual and emotional processing at the time. The repetition compulsion inherent in traumatisation hence means that the subject does not experience—in the sense of witnessing and grasping its happening and impact—the trauma as a repetition, but for the first time. Thus, paradoxically, the event which is repeated has never actually taken place for the subject. The subject repeats without being aware of repetition. In his article “Erinnern, Wiederholen und Durcharbeiten” (“Remembering, Repeating, and Working Through”), Freud concludes, “we may say that the patient does not remember anything of what he has forgotten and repressed, but acts it out. He reproduces it not as a memory but as an action; he repeats it, without, of course, knowing that he is repeating it.” Rather than integrating the event into narrative memory, the traumatised person hence actualises it as an action that appears unconnected to the past. While re-enactments of the traumatic experience can offer the experiencing of the trauma in the sense of ‘going through it emotionally’, they can also be an unconscious attempt to master the traumatic experience.


to work it through. Freud uses the example of the *fort-da* game to illustrate how the subject attempts to master the situation by staging the trauma: Freud’s one-year-old grandchild repeatedly threw away a little wooden spoon that was attached to a rope and declared it to be “*fort*” (goes), only to fetch it back and pronounce it “*da*” (here). 26 Freud interpreted the child’s game as a way of coming to terms with the absences of his mother. Rather than being taken by surprise by the production of the trauma, the repetition compulsion as exerted in the fort-da game implies a modification of the reproduction. In a creative move, the game turns *pathology* into a semi-conscious act which attempts to master the traumatisation. 27

IV Trauma and Gender: The Performative Malady

Trauma Drama approaches trauma from an almost invariably post-traumatic perspective, thus sharing the suggestion of trauma theory that trauma is constituted belatedly. Given that the *traumatic event* is so overwhelming for the subject that it cannot be grasped at the moment of occurrence, it would be an inappropriate representation and most probably a belittling of trauma to stage the moment of traumatisation, that is, in the plays discussed here, the moment of sexual child abuse. Rather than depicting abuse, Trauma Drama puts on view the post-traumatic, psychic repetition compulsions and traces the protagonists’ attempts to come to terms with their traumatisation. Theatre is particularly suitable for the artistic representation of traumatisation since on the stage, trauma’s bodily symptoms can be visualised. Moreover, the concurrent levels of action as typical of psychic dissociation can be enacted simultaneously.

Traumatisation as staged by the plays proves a productive site to explore the characteristics of performatively gendered subjectivity. The connections between traumatisation and gender performativity in the plays oscillate between metaphor and metonymy. On the one hand, the plays highlight that gender and traumatisation are causally related and thus suggest a metonymic link. For instance, the culturally condoned notions of men as perpetrators and women as victims of sexualised violence are presented as a source for the traumatisations of women. On the other hand, and I will focus on this relationship in the following, traumatisation is a metaphor for gender performativity, since it can be compared with the workings of gender performativity via a number of shared characteristics. As I will argue in the course of this essay, both traumatic memory and Butler’s concept of gender performativity involve the ambivalence of performing and being performed, the belated construction of an *original* (*femininity*/*masculinity*/*the traumatic event*), the iterative, performative production (which poses as an imitation) of this ostensible original, and the possibility of *working through*/*resignifying* the *original* that depends on its reiterative, performative production. As a metaphor for gender identity, traumatic memory therefore not only emphasises the compulsory aspects of the incessant repetitions and exclusions that constitute gender, but the potential *working through* of traumatisation also highlights ways in which gender norms can be resignified.

In the following, I will focus on two select plays from the large body of Trauma Drama to illustrate ways in which aspects of traumatic memory can be interpreted as metaphors for gender performativity. While my discussion of Beside Herself concentrates on the issue of psychic dissociation, my analysis of Sleeping Nightie will investigate the gradual transition from acting out to working through.
In *Beside Herself*, the protagonist’s traumatization serves as a metaphor for the exclusions that shape gender performances, since the play makes these exclusions visible in a double figure. The doubling of the protagonist, Evelyn, is motivated by her psychic dissociation after the traumatic experience of incestuous sexual child abuse. As Evelyn constantly has to interact with both her double, Eve, who remains invisible for the other characters, and her ‘real’ environment, the play makes audiences partake in the dissociative state of the traumatized protagonist.

When Evelyn in the opening scene of *Beside Herself* enters her father’s house with the words ‘It’s only me’, Eve is already awaiting her on stage, thus disproving Evelyn’s statement. In the play’s original production, the staging of Eve’s first appearance suggested that Eve represents a part of Evelyn’s existence that she attempts to block out. Rather than making Eve visibly wait on stage as the script suggests, Eve was made to crouch in the refrigerator that Evelyn opens early in the scene to put away the food she bought for her father. Unexpectedly confronted by Eve, «Evelyn is visibly shaken by Eve’s presence». Eve’s emergence from the refrigerator gives Evelyn’s following lines ambivalent meaning:

**George** (jovially): Evelyn, will you please stop fussing.
**Evelyn** (putting things in the fridge): It’s no good leaving things uncovered in there, they just rot.
**Eve** laughs softly.

The play suggests that Eve is a leftover of the past, which ‘rots’ Evelyn’s sense of self as long it is not addressed. This impression was reinforced in the original production by having an adult actress, Marion Bailey, play Eve in a girl’s dress of the period in which Evelyn grew up. The director, Jules Wright, in this way presented Eve neither as the abused child nor as the fully-grown middle-aged abuse survivor, but made Eve represent Evelyn’s abused childhood self as an adult’s (re)projection. Although the script does not specify Eve’s age and Eve occasionally behaves more maturely than Evelyn herself does, Wright’s decision to give Eve a child-

...
Although the opening scene does not yet explicitly reveal that Eve is connected to the issue of incestuous abuse, her presence gives the domestic scene in Evelyn's former home a decisively un-heimliche atmosphere, which signals the darker side of the father-daughter-relationship. From the play's beginning, the presence of Eve thus poses a riddle for audiences. Eve serves as a symptom, which invites audiences to speculate about its cause. She is obsessed with the wish to be accepted as a normal woman, which requires concealing non-feminine feelings that stem from the trauma, such as rage. She is obsessed with the wish to be accepted as a normal woman and takes pains to fulfill the norm of the white heterosexual middle-class housewife. For example, she supports her father without ever addressing the abuses, she neglects her husband's love affair and, for the sake of his political career, does charitable work in a hostel for the mentally ill despite her reluctance to confront psychic pain. However, through the device of the double, Beside Herself displays those aspects which Evelyn systematically excludes from her complacent behaviour. As Eve renders intelligible the concealed underside of Evelyn's normative performances of femininity, it broadens the play's possibilities for staging the workings of gender performativity. Beside Herself thus manages to visualise how un-performed psychic aspects fuel gender performativity, which is, according to Butler, characterised by an interaction of performing and repressing: »[W]hat is performed works to conceal, if not to disavow, what remains opaque, unconscious, un-performable.« Therefore, Butler emphasises, »the reduction of performativity to performance would be a mistake«; performativity encompasses more than those aspects that become intelligible.

Evelyn's dissociation metaphorically highlights how the system of gender performativity not only governs what is to be performed but also what ought to remain barred from performance. By means of the double, the play counterpoints the conformist behaviour of Evelyn on the level of external reality with the transgressive conduct of Eve on the level of internal reality. For example, Evelyn performs according to the ideal of the caring and obedient daughter, while Eve acts out both her fear and her hatred of her abusive father:

**George stands suddenly, accidentally knocking his cup and saucer on the floor. They smash. The noise makes Evelyn and Eve jump in fright.**

**Eve covers her face and drops to the floor.**

**George (pathetically):** Damn! Damn!

**Evelyn (shakily):** It's all right. It was only an accident. No real damage done.

**George (sits down again, miserably):** Oh God, I can't bear getting old.

**Eve:** Then drop dead.

**Evelyn (shocked, responds to Eve):** I'm sorry, I didn't mean that.

**George:** What?

**Evelyn:** To make you angry.35

**Eve:** I am smashing my fist [...]. I am smashing all the things in my father's house. Everything is splintering around me [...] I am crushing my way through the brickwork and plaster, the rendering and the mortar until nothing, nothing is left of my father's house but rubble and dust. And it goes on and on and it will never stop.36

Initially, Evelyn tries to ignore her alter ego's fear, anger, and aggression and constantly transforms it into polite and self-denying behaviour as in the above-quoted example. The device of the double thus establishes a double consciousness for Evelyn but also for audiences. The play not only continually contrasts Evelyn's and Eve's gender performances, but also makes Eve repeatedly comment on Evelyn's behaviour and criticise it. For example, she prevents Evelyn from establishing any self-confidence as being someone who feels normal, who is »good«, »okay«, and »all right« and instead characterises her as »stupid«, »dirty«, and »worthless«.37

33 Butler 1993, p. 234.
34 Ibid.
37 Daniels 1994, p. 115.
The play's linkage of traumatisation and gender performativity has, in a similar form, been suggested in trauma theory. Evelyn's behavioural pattern corresponds to the psychograph of abuse victims as outlined by Herman:

[A]dult survivors who have escaped from the abusive situation continue to view themselves with contempt and to take upon themselves the shame and guilt of their abusers [...]. In the effort to placate her abusers, the child victim often becomes a superb performer [...]. She may become an emphatic caretaker for her parents, an efficient housekeeper, an academic achiever, a model of social conformity [...]. None of her achievements in the world redound to her credit, however, for she usually perceives her performing self as inauthentic and false. 38

Taking into account Butler's notion of gender as «a performative accomplishment which the mundane social audience, including the actors themselves, come to believe and to perform in the mode of belief», the abuse victim differs from her environment, as she cannot participate in the willing suspension of disbelief and has a constant critical distance to her «superbly conformist performances» of gender. Through the interaction between the protagonist and her double, Beside Herself stages trauma as a self-conscious performative malady, as the suffering that derives from the inability to «perform gender in the mode of belief». Towards the end of the play, after Evelyn has begun to articulate the abuses, the protagonist herself in retrospect expresses her disbelief in her own earlier performance: «I [...] was doing what was expected of me, a hollow performance, almost convincing.» 40

The double further encircles Evelyn's feeling of inauthenticity by constantly mimicking her attempts to fulfill the (gender) expectations of her environment. Wright's production reinforced Eve's continuous verbal undermining of Evelyn's attempts at normality through body language. Whenever Evelyn interacted with other characters, Eve mirrored her gestures in a cynical, mocking way. Under Wright's direction, Eve thus became «a cruel parody» of Evelyn. 41 By mimicking Evelyn, Eve distorts all attempts of Evelyn to perceive her own (gender) conduct as natural or authentic. This technique of copying (which paradoxically challenges the status of the «original») creates an effect that Butler calls «gender parody». With the example of female impersonators, Butler argues that gender parody reveals the imitative structure of gender in general:

The notion of gender parody [...] does not assume that there is an original which such parodic identities imitate. Indeed, the parody is of the very notion of an original; [...] so gender parody reveals that the original identity after which gender fashions itself is an imitation without origin. To be more precise, it is a production which, in effect – that is, in its effect – postures as an imitation. 42

As Eve mirrors Evelyn's gestures in a sneering way, she parodies Evelyn's normative conduct and reveals it to be a performatively constituted fabrication. Thus, Eve once again serves as a Brechtian alienation effect for both Evelyn and audiences, as the double undermines any belief in the «naturalness» of Evelyn's gender performance.

In Beside Herself, Evelyn's traumatisation elucidates the unconscious and compulsory repetition processes and forms of acting out that are characteristic of gender performativity. Emphasising the anxiety and pain involved in the repetition compulsions that constitute performativity, the play stages trauma as a performative malady, even though it does not assume that the characters could be cured from this state.

**Victoria Hardie: Sleeping Nightie**

By contrast, plays such as Sleeping Nightie show that traumatic repetition compulsions not only actualise the traumatisation and thus reinforce the malady, but can also bring about a gradual mastery of the traumatisation. For the metaphorically invoked field of gender performativity, this potential working through by means of the very mechanism of reproduction can be linked with Butler's concept of resignification. Butler argues that the perpetual reproductions which continually re-establish gender norms allow for the resignification of these norms through repetitions which slightly diverge from the ideal and can thus effectively, over time, change these performatively maintained norms. Sleeping Nightie demon-

---

38 Herman 1992, p. 105.
40 Daniels 1994, pp. 95-188; here p. 184.
strates this ambivalence of repetition between the acting out (the reinforcement of trauma/gender norms) and the working through (the creative modification of trauma/gender norms).

The play portrays an artist in her thirties, Molly, who, equipped with a Super-8 camera, approaches men in the street, invites them to physically and sexually abuse her, and films their reactions, which range from amusement to shock, from escape to aggression. None of the men, however, reacts with sexual arousal or with the sexualised violence demanded. Molly edits these filmed encounters and replays them in a video installation. Sleeping Nightie encourages audiences to speculate on whether the agenda of Molly's video project is connected to a repressed but not fully forgotten event in Molly's biography. While Molly denies any autobiographical motivation for her artistic project, her sister Laura, who witnessed Molly's sexual abuses as a small girl, immediately suggests a causal relationship between Molly's past trauma and her present project: «You know perfectly well why you are doing this and I know. [...] Face up to where the inspiration came from. You wouldn't have the guts.» It is only towards the end of the play, after the vernissage of the installation, that these speculations are confirmed, when Molly acknowledges the project's relation to her childhood trauma. Prior to this scene, Molly's invitations to abuse are presented as a form of traumatic repetition compulsion, through which she attempts to re-enact her childhood experience. This attempt vacillates between a deliberate staging and moments in which Molly appears to be seized by the re-enactment, between the attempt at mastering the traumatisation and the reliving of pain.

Molly's choice of material for her video project reflects the paradox of trauma, in which the greatest exposure to an event is also a numbing to it, because the event is so overpowering that it is not mentally registered by the subject, and thus escapes his or her ability to recall the event in narrative memory. The event only belatedly makes itself felt to the traumatised subject, when it returns in the distorted, uncanny forms described above. When Molly explains her use of video film for her artistic project, she describes a similar paradox: «The image hardly exists at all. It has a ghostliness. Mine's the sort of art that you can see through. No.

In addition to the ambivalent quality of the video image, between ghostliness and immediacy, the way in which the play includes the video film sequences in its structure reflects Molly's traumatised perception. Molly replays her accosting of the men at several points throughout the play. The filmed passages break into and interact with the action onstage and hence create two concurrent levels of action which, for audiences, metaphorically stand for the intrusion of Molly's traumatic past into her perception of the present. Consequently, no more extracts from her video project are shown after Molly has verbalised her abuse memories and thus has, as the play suggests, begun to integrate them in her understanding of the present. Sleeping Nightie's use of intermediality therefore, both by its choice of video material and the way it integrates the filmed passages into the play's structure, reflects the traumatic mode of Molly's perception.

However, the repetition compulsion involved in the video project has a second function. Not only does it induce a painful re-experiencing beyond Molly's conscious control, it also is an attempt to turn the frightening childhood experience into controlled action. The repetition compulsion as staged in Molly's project thus also sets about working through traumatisation, both on a personal and a social level. Since Molly locates the cause for sexual child abuse in an overall male violent behaviour that is condoned and even encouraged in popular media, she does not treat sexual child abuse merely as her personal story but transforms it into a political issue. Arguing that (sexual) violence is part of the notion of a

46 Ibid.
Molly aims to revise "the heart of masculinity". Through her artwork, she means to create men who are "not needing to be violent". Molly trusts in the power of repetition to achieve this ambitious aspiration.

Her artistic project thus connects the traumatic repetition compulsion to the repetition compulsion inherent in the performative construction of gender norms. Given that gender norms are, according to Butler, based on ritualised and compulsory repetitions, Molly's attempt at resignification of gender norms. Given that gender norms are, according to Buder, based on ritualised and compulsory repetitions, Molly's attempt at resignification, at creating "new" men, utilises the repetition compulsion of trauma to modify the repetitions by which gender norms are maintained. By acting out and working through her trauma of sexualised violence, Molly at the same time acts out the gender norms (men as perpetrators and women as victims) and attempts a working through, that is, a resignification of these stereotypes.

Employing the repetition compulsion inherent in traumatisation to achieve a working through of gender, Molly's artistic project puts forward a concoction that Butler has proposed in a different context. In Bodies that Matter, Butler more explicitly proposes such a Freudian Bernarda. By connecting the traumatic repetition compulsion to the repetition compulsion of gender and emphasising the subversive potential of both:

Where one might understand violation as a trauma which can only induce a destructive repetition compulsion [...] it seems equally possible to acknowledge the force of repetition as the very condition of an affirmative response to violation. The compulsion to repeat an injury is not necessarily the compulsion to repeat the injury in the same way or to stay fully within the traumatic orbit of that injury.

Although Butler does not explicate the reference, she here seems to allude to the kind of repetition which enables partial mastery of trauma. Later in Bodies that Matter, Butler more explicitly proposes such a Freudian Bernarda. Referring to queer street actions such as die-ins and kiss-ins, she argues that theatre can become a forum to collectively enact traumata in order to weaken their damaging impact:

"Theatrical rage reiterates those injuries precisely through an "acting out", one that does not merely repeat or recite those injuries." Calling for a form of acting out that exceeds the actualisation of pain, Butler appears to invoke the working through of trauma, which can offer ways of coming to terms with the trauma.

Given the elusive transition from acting out to working through, such a project, promising as it is, is continuously at risk of repeating and renewing injuries rather than healing them. Sleeping Nightie highlights that a feminist project based on working through is unpredictable and fragile, since it will always border on acting out. Molly assumes that she can control the reception of her artistic project, that the accosted men will come to the exhibition, buy a video of themselves, and replay the video sequence of themselves (literally or in their minds) until they have assimilated to Molly's construction of themselves as non-violent men. This assumption indicates that her project is informed by an aspiration for control that borders on megalomania. However, Molly's attempt at mastering male sexualised violence fails, both on an artistic level, because the vernissage of her installation neither attracts the filmed men nor raises the public attention she hoped for, and on a personal level, since her partner physically and sexually abuses her. Hence, although Molly's project is presented as a form of empowerment and Bemächtigung, both in terms of traumatisation and in terms of gender repression, Sleeping Nightie also highlights the backlashes inherent in any project of working through trauma or resignifying gender.

Suggesting ways in which trauma theory and gender theory can illuminate each other, my investigation of Trauma Drama has argued that the manifestations of traumatic memory in the plays can be interpreted as complex yet concrete tropes for the workings of gender performativity. As the example of Beside Herself illustrates, the psychoanalytic/psychiatric notion of traumatic dissociation is adapted as a theatrical device of doubling the traumatised protagonist. Through the double figure, the play not only makes palpable Evelyn's traumatisation, but also offers an un-

48 Hardie 1990, p. 112.
50 Ibid.
51 Butler 1993, pp. 123-124.
usual perspective on gender performativity, since it manages to render intelligible the exclusions that shape gender performances. By transferring these exclusions to the double figure who not only contrasts Evelyn’s performance but also mocks it, the play distorts, for both the protagonist and audiences, the performance of gender in the mode of belief. Beside Herself thus stages trauma as a self-conscious performative malady. While the relationship of Evelyn’s traumatisation to her gender performativity on the one hand is metaphorical, since it allows understanding the structures of one semantic field, gender performativity, through those of a different semantic field, traumatisation, the fields are also causally linked in the play: Evelyn clings to her normative gender performances — and exaggerates them — as she feels the need to make up for her ‘non-normality’, her traumatisation.

In Sleeping Nightie, Molly’s ‘art of trauma’ on the one hand highlights the degree to which Molly’s childhood traumatisation informs her stereotypical perception of men as (potential) perpetrators and of women as (potential) victims of sexualised violence. It thus brings out the causal connection between Molly’s perception of gender norms and her childhood traumatisation. On the other hand, the play also shows how by working through, by repeating with a difference, Molly can, at least partially, master her traumatisation. This potential working through of trauma by the very mechanism of its reproduction can be linked, I have argued, with Butler’s notion of resignification. Being caught in circles of repetition compulsion, Molly is able to resignify gender norms by modifying the incessant repetitions of gender performativity. Sleeping Nightie thus suggests a way in which the complementary modes of traumatic repetition compulsion — acting out and working through — can intersect with the actualisation and resignification of gender norms. Both plays thus use traumatisation as a trope which helps to make visible and elucidate the mechanisms of gender performativity. Moreover, Beside Herself and Sleeping Nightie offer productive suggestions for bringing together trauma and gender theory, a project which is still in its beginnings.